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Lrzt G = (V, 0 be a ttlock :.>f order n, different from Kn. Let ~FI = min {d(x) + d(y): 
n then G contains a cycle of length at least m. 
1. Introductlion and notatio 
e discuss only finite undirected graphs withsLc loops and multiple 
edges. We p:rosye the main theorem d show how Qre’s th -orem [ 3.1 on 
Hamiltonian graphs is easily deduc 
Let 5; = ( V, E) be a graph where ‘, E are the vertex any! edge #sets 
respectively. The cardinality of a set ,S is denoted by ISI. II stan 
out for i VI, the order of @. Y’(x) is the set of vertices adjacent o x. d(x) = 
~Rx-)l, the degree ofx A Mrck, or Gquivalently aZ-connected graph is a 
connected graph whit remitins connected after the deletion Qf any of its 
vertices. The &x~~#llrence of C, c(G) is the length of the .ngest cycle 
contained in G. [The I of a path or a cycle is the nu- er of ed 
2’9 ‘7 
rove the theorem when ~2 = n?(G) GE II. From this tile case 
>b PI easily follows. LH G be ZI counter-example, .jnd let P = Cq ? . 
wt path in 61. Evidently r(q ) u r+(q) G {Xl ) . . . . A$. G 
am a cycle of Ir:n:gth I, unless ! = PI in whit% case there is nothing 
:t c be such a cycle. As c doles not cor.+ain alt vertices of G 
is connoted, we can find x E c,:y 4 c: &It are adjacent. The 
s*tarting with [y, x 11, then foillou+qg along IF h;.~s length 2. This contra- 
{) ~Eandal(xl)+d(xl)~ m. Wemay 
for ff 1.G HZ, there is an index i such that 
#M ‘= maxif: /[.x3, XJ E E;T, u= mh{l: [3+x,] E E). 
tkzre exist integers 3: 1, P], such that st < u < I,, for 
P, (xsl 3 xt t ) caving no other vertices in common with 
is maximal with rq3ect ‘to this property- Suppose 
this contradicts the malximality of ti. Furthermore si+? 2 + by the maxi- 
maiity of fi+ I . The situation is descr&ed in Fig. I . 
The sequence + is increasing, so for some f, tf > u. Choose I = min(f’: 
tj > u ) . We rleed the following tu 3 definitisns: 
*o = min{l: [x1, .a$ E E, t > :q ) , 
s r+l 
= max{s: [x,,xJ E E, sd t,>. 
We now have the fcAlowiny cycle v&ose length we show to be >r~z. 
II . .I’ ‘01 m,, “*V*(sq. ~pv~* sppq, t&$) l )” 
P(“l*sl)P*(sl* t,)PC1,,s,)P3(sj,1’3)... 
There is a slight difference between the two cases: r is even and r is odd 
AS is described above. 
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